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Abstract
Numerous approaches, including textual, structural and featural, to detecting duplicate documents
have been investigated. Considering document images are usually stored and transmitted in
compressed forms, it is advantageous to perform document matching directly on the compressed
data. An algorithm for matching CCITT Group 4 compressed document images using a feature set
directly computable from the Group 4 compression scheme is presented. Multiple descriptors based
on local arrangement of feature points are constructed for efficient indexing into the database. We
describe the procedures for feature extraction and descriptor generation. Performance of the
algorithm on the UW database is discussed.

1. Introduction
As electronic document images become prevalent, efficient retrieval methods become increasingly more
important. In currently available image-content based retrieval systems, color, texture and shape features
are frequently used [6]. Document image retrieval, where the data is mostly bitonal and similar in shape
and texture, poses different problems. Several approaches for document image retrieval are summarized in
a survey [5]. A common solution is to perform OCR followed by a text based search. Another intuitive
approach is to analyze the layout of the document and look for structurally similar documents in the
database. Both of these approaches require computationally intensive page analysis. One way to simplify
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the solution is to embed specially designed markers, such as the Xerox Glyph or the Panasonic DDC
(digital document code) on the pages, so that document ID can be reliably located and decoded.
Recently, alternatives to the textual based approach have been developed by extracting features directly
from images, with the goal of achieving efficiency and robustness over OCR. An example of such a feature
is word length. Using sequences of word lengths in documents as indexes, Hull identifies similar
documents by comparing the number of hits in each image generated by the query [8]. Spitz maps
alphabetic characters to a small set of character shape codes (CSC) which can be used to compile search
keys for ASCII text retrieval [14]. CSC’s can also be obtained from text images based on the relative
positions of connected components to baselines and x-height lines, as used by Spitz for word spotting in
document images [13]. Doermann, et.al. extend the application of CSC’s to document duplicate detection
by constructing multiple indexes using short sequences of CSC’s extracted from the first line of text of
sufficient length [4]. An interesting study on the discriminative power and robustness of CSC indexing is
also provided in their work. Starting with perfectly generated CSC’s, they analyze the performance
degradation under increasing noise levels and database sizes. All of these methods are inherently text line
based. Line, word or even character segmentation need to be performed. The duplicate detection
mechanism in DocBrowse is based on horizontal projection profiles [1]. The distance between wavelet
coefficient vectors of the profiles represents document similarity. It is noted that this method out-performs
the text based approach on degraded documents and documents with small amounts of text.
Since the majority of document images in databases are stored in compressed formats, it is advantageous to
perform document matching on compressed files. Not only does this eliminate the need for decompression
and recompression, the reduced memory requirement makes commercialization more feasible. Matching
compressed files of course presents additional challenges. For CCITT Group 4 compressed files, pass
codes have been shown to contain critical information in identifying similar documents. In Hull’s work,

pass codes extracted from a small text region are used with the Hausdorff distance metric to correctly
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identify 92.5% of duplicate documents [7]. However, calculation of the Hausdorff distance is
computationally intensive and the number of distance calculations scales linearly with the size of database.
The computational cost can be reduced by measuring global similarities of pass code distributions. It has
been shown that the number of pass codes inside the cells of a fixed grid can effectively retrieve visually
similar documents, and can be used as a preprocessing step for the Hausdorff measure [9].
In this paper, we present an algorithm for duplicate detection of CCITT Group 4 compressed documents
using a set of endpoint features. Similar to the pass codes, the endpoint features contain sufficient
information for various levels of processing, including page skew and orientation estimation. Global
statistics such as line spacing and text height can also be estimated from endpoint features. In addition,
endpoint features are stable, symmetric and easily computable from Group 4 compressed files. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the feature extraction process. Generation of local
descriptors is described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses experimental results and suggests further
improvements, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. Feature extraction

We first give a brief description of the CCITT Group 4 compression scheme to facilitate our discussion of
the feature extraction process. A detailed description of the standard can be found in [10]. In the Group 4
compression format, each scan line is encoded with respect to the line above. The starting points for two
consecutive runs, referred to as changing elements, on both lines are identified at any time with respect to
the current encoding point, a0. See Figure 1. Based on the relative positions among these changing
elements, one of three possible modes, horizontal, vertical or pass mode, is selected for encoding. After

encoding, a0 is moved forward and the process is repeated. During decoding, the decoded mode is used in
combination with known changing elements (a0, b1, b2) to determine positions of a1 and/or a2. Then a0 is
moved along similarly. Therefore, the mode information is decoded first. Positions of the changing
elements are also maintained at all times.
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An example of reference points used in CCITT Group 4 encoding for (a) pass
mode and (b) horizontal mode. a0 is the encoding point and a1,a2,b1,b2 are changing
elements. Dash lines show new position of a0 after encoding.

Figure 1 -

It has been noticed that pass codes occur at locations corresponding to “bottom of strokes” (white pass) or
“bottom of holes” (black pass). For Roman alphabets, these feature points occur at the end of a downward
vertical stroke or the bottom of a curved stroke, as shown in Figure 2(a). The alignment of these pass codes
near baselines and the structural information they carry make them very useful in a variety of tasks such as
skew estimation [12] and text matching [7]. Equally important is the fact that they can be extracted easily
from a Group 4 compressed file.
While pass codes are very powerful, there are some drawbacks. First of all, they are unstable in the sense
that while all white pass codes correspond to bottom of strokes, not all bottom of strokes will be represented
by pass codes. As a result of the context-dependent nature of Group 4 encoding modes, identical local
patterns of changing elements can be encoded differently. For example, the black run at b1 in Fig. 1(a) will
produce a pass code. However, in Fig. 1(b) the black run starting at b2 will not generate a pass code, as it
would if a1 were to shift one pixel to the right. Instead, the bottom of a stroke at b2 is completely shadowed
by the horizontal mode encoding which spans a0 to a2.
Another limitation of pass codes is that they are asymmetric. While the bottom of a stroke or a hole is
captured, there is no information about the top of the stroke or hole. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the bottom
of a “d” often contains two pass codes, one white and one black, while no feature point on the top of the
character is captured.
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(a)

(b)
Comparison of pass codes and endpoints. (a) shows both black and white
pass codes and (b) shows up and down endpoints.
Figure 2 -

Based on these observations, we propose extraction of endpoint features directly from the changing
elements. There are two sets of endpoints: up and down endpoints. Down endpoints are bottoms of strokes,
the same as what white pass codes capture. However, they are extracted by directly comparing the
positions of a1 and b2, eliminating the possibility of obscurity by horizontal encoding. All bottoms of
strokes are down endpoints and vice versa. The tops of strokes are similarly extracted as up endpoints
using a2 and b1. 1 More precise definitions of up and down endpoints are given in Figure 3. Figure 2
compares the pass code features and the endpoint features. It is also apparent that down endpoints align at
the baseline while up endpoints align at the x-height line.
The endpoint feature has several advantages. First of all, it is more stable. The same feature points will not
be obscured by different encoding modes. Moreover, it provides information around both the x-height line
and baseline. This allows for information such as text height, page orientation and ascenders to be
extracted. The symmetric nature of the up and down endpoints is also beneficial in dealing with inverted
pages. If the page is inverted, the endpoints for the correctly oriented page can be obtained by switching
the up and down endpoints followed by a simple coordinate remapping. There is no need for rescanning the
compressed document. In the case of pass codes, it is necessary to invert the image and recompress to

1. Since changing elements are defined with respect to a0, we have to introduce a new element b0, the changing element
immediately preceding b1, to detect up endpoints. The implementation is trivial.
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if (pixel(a0) == WHITE and
(a1 > b2))
{
down endpoint at (b1+(b2-b1+1)/2, r-1
move a0 to b2
}
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if (pixel(a0) == WHITE and
(b1 > a2) and (b0 < a1))
{
up endpoint at (a1+(a2-a1+1)/2, r)
move a0 to a2
}

Pseudocode and illustration of endpoint extraction. Centers of the black runs,
marked by triangles, are used as endpoint coordinates. Notice the additional b0 used for up
endpoint detection. It should also be noted that upon decoding a horizontal mode, when b1
and b2 are incremented repeatedly until b1 > a0, we must “advance” a0 and perform the
check at each iteration.
Figure 3 -

obtain the corresponding feature points. In addition, endpoints are detected based on relative positions of
changing elements, so they are as easy to calculate as pass codes.

3. Algorithm Description
Following feature extraction, we convert the two dimensional endpoint information to a one dimensional
representation for efficient indexing. Several simple steps are involved in this process. First, page skew is
estimated and corrected using a process similar to that described in [12]. The smoothed horizontal
projection profiles for the skew corrected up and down endpoints, which will be referred to as U profile
and D profile, are used to locate text lines. Since x-height lines must be above their corresponding base
lines, the D profile must lag behind the U profile. We calculate the maximum correlation between the U
profile and D profile within an offset constrained by the dominant line spacing, which is obtained from
spectral analysis of the profiles. In the correlated profile, wherever a local maximum in the U profile
matches up with a local maximum in the D profile, separated by a distance equal to text height, there is a
good possibility that a text line is located. To improve on the correlation between the U and D profile, we
zero out all but the local maximum within a range just short of twice the line spacing in the U and D
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(a) Set of endpoints for an image after skew correction and its corresponding
(b) horizontal projection, (c) local maxima of projection, (d) matching local maxima,
shown in thick lines. The projections are shown with up endpoints on right and down
endpoints on left.
Figure 4 -

profiles. This should filter out only the x-height lines from the U profile and baselines from the D profile.
Correlation is then performed on the profile of local maxima. This process is illustrated in Figure 4. The
negative values of D profile are plotted to show alignment with the U profile.
Given a set of text line locations, the endpoints within each textline zone are extracted. Since we also have
the x-height line and baseline location, we can define the ascender and descender zones. Figure 5 shows an
image segment containing two textline regions and its corresponding endpoints. Text line boundaries are
shown in solid lines; ascender and descender zones are delimited by dashed lines. Up and down endpoints
are marked by upward and downward pointing triangles, respectively.
Several observations can be made from this example. First of all, word breaks are not obvious from the
endpoints. Since the locations of endpoints do not have any direct implication on the location and extent of
their associated characters or connected components, it is difficult to produce accurate word segmentation
from the endpoint spacing distribution. However, much information can be deduced from the relative
positions of up and down endpoints. For example, diacrits such as dots on “i”s and “j”s are well indicated
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by the presence of both up and down endpoints at the same x location in the ascender zone. Moreover, up
endpoints in the middle zone usually represent upward curves in characters such as “e”, “s” and “t”.
Character “c” is reflected by two opposing down and up endpoints in the middle zone.
Previous research has established that sequences of local statistics provide good indexing capabilities. For
example, Chen and colleagues have used normalized character contours and autocorrelation of pixels
within the x-height zone [2], as well as columns of pixels [3], as input to a hidden markov model for word
spotting in document images. Hull used the sequence of word lengths to achieve distortion-invariant
document matching [8]. Spitz used character shape tokens for word spotting in document images [13] and
word shape tokens to compile query entries for document retrieval [14]. Doermann and colleagues [4] used
word shape tokens in a similar fashion for duplicate document detection. Hull has also shown that pass
codes from a small patch of text provide sufficiently unique signatures for documents [7]. Based on these
results, we hypothesized that sequences of endpoint locations extracted from a small text region would
provide a good indexing scheme for document matching.
With well-defined reference lines, there are several possibilities to encode endpoints as sequences. From
visual inspection, we observe that endpoints occurring inside the x-height zone are more susceptible to
noise due to touching, fragmentation, serifs and font style variations. Therefore, endpoints in the middle
zones are ignored. Only up endpoints above the x-height line and down endpoints below the baseline are
used as markers. We use sequences of quantized distances between consecutive markers as descriptors.
Negative values are used for distances between down endpoint markers to distinguish them from those of
up endpoint markers. The left-most endpoint in each text line region is used as a reference point. To
maintain the two dimensional structure, descriptors across text lines are concatenated, separated by a 0.
Hence, a string of positive and negative values will be generated for given lines of text, as shown at the
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An example of endpoints within two text line regions. Boundaries of textlines
are shown in solid lines; ascender and descender zones are delimited by dashed lines.
Up and down endpoints are marked by up and down pointing triangles, respectively.
Figure 5 -

bottom of Figure 5. Alternatively, marker distances in the ascender and descender zones can be interleaved
in strictly left to right order. However, similar performances are observed.
Each document in the database is reverse indexed by sequences of n consecutive distances. Similarly, k
sequences of n consecutive distances are formed during a test query. In the first formulation, the weight for
each descriptor is inversely proportional to the number of documents it indexes. Suppose n is 5 in the
example of Figure 5, then k=15 sequences S1=(1, 11, 13, 4, 2), S2=(11, 13, 4, 2, 2), S3=(13, 4, 2, 2, 2) ...
S15=(4, 8, 6, 0, -11) will be generated. Each of the k sequences, Si, contributes a score of 1/(k*m i) to every

one of the mi documents that Si indexes. Documents that receive scores greater than a threshold are
returned. Clearly, large n values will produce fewer, more unique descriptors. However, longer sequences
are also more susceptible to disruption by noise.
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4. Experimental Results and Discussions
The proposed algorithm was tested on images in the UW database [11]. Endpoints were extracted from a
1.5 by 1 inch region from the first body of text in the image using the ground truth information. The text
line location algorithm was then applied to detect endpoints in the ascender and descender zone. Although
some of those regions contained non-text portions of the image, we relied on the line location algorithm to
eliminate any feature points not belonging to textlines. Once the ascender/descender zones were defined, a
sequence of distances between endpoint markers was generated for each patch. Taking every n consecutive
distances as an index, multiple descriptors were constructed for a database query. Using the weighting
scheme described above, the image receiving the highest score was selected.
Of the 979 images in the UW database, 292 images (146 pairs) are matching documents scanned from the
same original or photocopies. Each of the 292 images was used to query into the full set of 979 images.
Obviously, the images themselves are recalled 100% of the time. In 290 of the 292 cases, only the image
itself is retrieved as the top choice. In two cases, one additional image was recalled with a tied score. For
duplicate detection, a case is considered correct if the counterpart scores highest among the rest of the
images without any ties. The results for different values of n are summarized in Table 1.
n

Top choice

Top 5 choices

3

91.1%

94.2%

5

90.1%

95.2%

3-5

92.5%

95.2%

1 - Results of duplicate document detection in the UW database. n is the number of
consecutive distances used for each descriptor.

Table

The results are very encouraging. Using sequences of 3, 4, and 5 distances, 92.5% of the duplicates are
correctly detected. This performance is comparable to the computationally more intensive method in [7].
In addition, the indexing approach has much greater scalability than the distance based strategy. Most of
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the mistakes are due to noise in the feature points. Nonetheless, other sources of errors such as scale
differences and non-linear distortions can not be accounted for by the proposed method.
Several weaknesses of our approach, which are subject to further research, should be discussed. First of all,
the projection profile based text line location process relies on colinearity of textlines across the width of
the page. Therefore, its performance is affected by misaligned multicolumn documents. One solution is to
use vertical projection profile for column segmentation. Another solution is to perform text line location
within vertical slices of the document, and use only the high confidence results in hope of avoiding column
boundaries. Obviously, such analysis is still vulnerable to documents with complex layouts. Moreover,
spurious feature points occurring beyond text line boundaries can generate false descriptors. Some
measures for detecting the horizontal extent of text lines should be provided. Since the feature points have
been skew corrected and the positions of the x-height lines and baselines are known, finding the ends to
such line segments should be relatively trivial. Furthermore, the regions for descriptor generation should
be automatically determined. In our experiment, we used ground truth information for identifying
corresponding text regions in document images. This registration process should be replaced by an
automatic region selection scheme. Generating descriptors for every located text lines will increase the
database size and reduce recalled precision. Some criteria for identifying candidate regions should be
investigated. One possibility is to base the selection on local feature point densities.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a set of endpoint features for matching CCITT Group 4 compressed document images. The
features are stable, symmetric and can be directly computed from the Group 4 decompression scheme.
Using a simple text line location algorithm, feature points in the ascender and descender regions are
identified as markers. Descriptors based on sequences of distances between endpoint markers provide
efficient indexing to the database. Experiments on the UW database showed 92.5% correct rate in
detecting duplicates.
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